We've Had Fun in _______ Grade!

By ____________

©www.jbonzer.com
Graphics Thistle Girl Designs
Stars from The Pond
Today’s date is ___________.
I am _____ years old.

My favorite field trip was ...

Subject: ___________________
Lunch: ___________________
Book: ___________________
Recess: ___________________
Animal: ___________________

My favorite field trip was ...
3. People at My School

School’s Name: ________________________________

Principal: ________________
Secretary: ________________
Nurse: ________________
Custodian: ________________

Other people who help at my school:

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

4. My teacher is special because ____________

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Draw a picture below.
We like to ____________________________
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------

This summer I want to ________________
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------------------------

Here’s my picture.
Directions:
Fold each page in half with the writing to the outside. Slip the numbered pages in order inside the cover page with the folded edge to the outside or right side of the book. Staple the pages together on the left side. Having the pages folded instead of cut apart makes them sturdier. Also, you can print the cover page on cardstock to make the book last longer. Enjoy!